A model of UV-induced DNA damage in oceanic bacterioplankton was developed and tested against previously published and novel measurements of cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers (CPD) in surface layers of the ocean. The model describes the effects of solar irradiance, windforced mixing of bacterioplankton and optical properties of the water on net DNA damage in the water column. The biological part includes the induction of CPD by UV radiation and repair of this damage through photoreactivation and excision. The modeled damage is compared with measured variability of CPD in the ocean: diel variation in natural bacterioplankton communities at the surface and in vertical profiles under different wind conditions (net damage as influenced by repair and mixing); in situ incubation of natural assemblages of bacterioplankton (damage and repair, no mixing); and in situ incubation of DNA solutions (no repair, no mixing). The model predictions are generally consistent with the measurements, showing similar patterns with depth, time and wind speed. A sensitivity analysis assesses the effect on net DNA damage of varying ozone thickness, colored dissolved organic matter concentration, chlorophyll concentration, wind speed and mixed layer depth. Ozone thickness and mixed layer depth are the most important factors affecting net DNA damage in the mixed layer. From the model, the total amplification factor (TAF; a relative measure of the increase of damage associated with a decrease in ozone thickness) for net DNA damage in the euphotic zone is 1.7, as compared with 2.1-2.2 for irradiance weighted for damage to DNA at the surface.
INTRODUCTION
Ultraviolet radiation (UVR) † is a significant ecological factor in aquatic ecosystems (1, 2) ; it damages DNA (3, 4) , in¶Posted on the web on 5 May 2000. *To whom correspondence should be addressed at: CEOTR, Department of Oceanography, Dalhousie University, Halifax, NS, B3H 4J1, Canada. Fax: 902-494-2039; e-mail: yhuot@is2.dal.ca †Abbreviations: A, adenine; C, cytosine; CDOM, colored dissolved organic matter; CPD, cyclobutane pyrimidine dimer; DOM, dishibits photosynthesis (5) and produces many other biological and chemical effects (6, 7) . Sessile organisms in clear, shallow waters (8, 9) and plankton (7, 10, 11) , due to their small size and epipelagic niche, are particularly susceptible to UVR. Planktonic bacteria are an important component of aquatic ecosystems, playing major roles in the cycling of nitrogen (12) , carbon and other nutrients (13) . Estimated bacterial productivity varies between 14 and 76% of primary productivity, depending on the time of year and location (as reviewed by Jeffrey et al. [14] ) and, in oligotrophic waters, their biomass is of the same order as that of phytoplankton (15) .
The effects of UVR on bacterioplankton have received considerable attention in recent years (reviewed in Jeffrey et al. [11] ). Conceptual models describe the direct effect of UVR on bacterioplankton and the mitigating influence of mixing on the balance between DNA damage and repair on bacterioplankton (16, 17 , see also Gieskes and Buma [18] ). The interacting photochemical and microbiological influences of UVR-absorbing colored dissolved organic matter (CDOM) have also been addressed in conceptual models (19, 20) and in recent field and laboratory studies (as discussed by Pausz and Herndl [21] ). These complex interactions between physical, biological, photochemical and chemical processes can be addressed quantitatively with numerical models (e.g. [22, [23] [24] [25] [26] ). To begin this process, we use a numerical model to simulate net DNA damage in bacterioplankton as influenced by optical, physical and biological variability. The model describes damage and repair processes (photoreactivation and excision repair) as influenced by variable spectral irradiance during vertical mixing of bacterioplankton in the upper water column.
We focus on DNA because UVR-induced damage to DNA can lead to reduced physiological activity (e.g. measured as thymidine or leucine incorporation [27, 28] ) and eventual death of bacteria in the upper water column. Versolved organic matter; DU, Dobson unit; G, guanine; MAA, mycosporine-like amino acid; PAR, photosynthetically available radiation; PUR, photosynthetically usable radiation; RAF, radiation amplification factor; T, thymine; TAF, total amplification factor; TOMS, total ozone mapping spectrometer; UVA, 320-400 nm radiation; UVB, 280-320 nm radiation; UVR, ultraviolet radiation; UVT, ultraviolet transparent. 
nm Dimensionless tical mixing is included because damage to DNA is caused mostly by short, rapidly attenuated UVB radiations (280-320 nm), while repair, through photoreactivation, depends on longer, more penetrating UVA (320-400 nm) and visible wavelengths. Consequently, mixing influences relative exposures to UVB vs longer wavelengths, and hence, the balance between damage and repair (17, 18) . Our model is evaluated through direct comparisons with published measurements from surface layers of the ocean (29) and new measurements of DNA damage from the Antarctic. Consistent with qualitative models, our numerical simulations describe the temporal and vertical patterns of cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers (CPD) measured in the field. However, some parameters of the model are poorly constrained by laboratory measurements, so its predictive capability is limited. We interpret the results focusing on bacterioplankton, but, with care, they could be extended to any unshielded planktonic organisms, such as viruses and small phytoplankton.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The model describes irradiance, mixing and biological responses to UVR. Its implementation can be summarized in five steps. (1) Initialization: before sunrise, 2000 virtual bacteria are distributed evenly in a mixed layer and, when the mixed layer depth (z mix , m; see Table 1 for notation) is greater than the euphotic depth (z Euph , m), 100 bacteria are distributed evenly between z mix and z Euph . (2) Irradiance model: at 5 min intervals throughout the day, spectral scalar irradiance is calculated through the water column. (3) Biological model: separate action spectra are used to weight irradiance for DNA damage (formation of dimers) and for photoreactivation. Weighted exposures for each 5 min interval are applied to the bacteria at their respective depths. Excision repair is calculated concurrently and depends solely on the concentration of dimers. (4) Mixing model: bacteria in the mixed layer are moved according to a random walk model, simulating vertical displacement over a 5 min interval. (5) Figure 1 . (a) Action spectra for damage and photoreactivation. The action spectrum for pyrimidine dimer induction in T7 bacteriophage is from Emrick and Sutherland (46) and the alfalfa action spectrum is from Quaite et al. (48) . The photoreactivation action spectrum describes photorepair of dimers in E. coli (53) . For each spectrum, values were assumed to be zero outside the measured range. (b) Excision repair function. Excision repair is modeled as a combination of a Michaelis-Menten equation and a sigmoidal function. This functional shape has been observed in higher plants (55) . Here, the sigmoidal function provides a threshold value (repair occurs above 150 CPD Mbp Ϫ1 ), while the Michaelis-Menten equation leads to a maximal rate at high concentration of dimers. The parameters C 2 ,C 3 and k 3 are from (Eq. 8).
Time loop: a loop to step 2 is made every 5 min throughout the day until sunset. Then, all variables are saved for future use.
The irradiance model. Following the approach of Neale et al. (23) , we used the model of Gregg and Carder (30) extended into the UV by Arrigo (24) to obtain downwelling spectral irradiance just below the sea surface (
), where is the wavelength (nm) and t is the time (s). This formulation takes into account the latitude, time of day, time of year, ozone thickness, atmospheric water content, wind speed, air mass type and visibility. Sea surface reflection is calculated using Fresnel's law for flat sea surfaces; for rough surfaces, an empirical function of wind speed and solar zenith angle is used (30) 
The average cosine of the downwelling irradiance ( , did mensionless) was obtained by using a more explicit version of the relationship proposed by Prieur and Sathyendranath (31) between , the underwater solar zenith angle (j, degrees; calculated from d zenith angle and refraction), the ratio of direct to total downwelling irradiance just above sea surface (E dir /E d (0 ϩ )) and the ratio of diffuse to total downwelling irradiance (
The subsurface scalar irradiance was propagated through the water column using Beer's law for diffuse irradiance (e.g. [32] ):
where
, is assumed constant with depth, z (m).
The diffuse attenuation coefficient includes contributions from the colored (CDOM) portion of dissolved organic matter (DOM) (K DOM , m Ϫ1 ) and chlorophyll (K chl , m Ϫ1 ), which are added to the attenuation coefficient for clear oceanic waters (K w , m Ϫ1 ) (33, 34) :
Following Høerjslev (cited in Baker and Smith [33] ), K DOM is modeled assuming a constant ratio of CDOM attenuation to DOM concentration and an exponential decrease with wavelength:
where DOM is the concentration of DOM in the water (g m Ϫ3 ). Diffuse attenuation by chlorophyll was obtained by regression of K d () vs chlorophyll (33) . As a result, it includes contributions from chlorophyll and all covarying matter.
The depth of the euphotic zone (z Euph ) was approximated as the depth of 1% midday surface photosynthetically usable radiation (PUR, E oPUR (0 Ϫ ), W m 2 ). The PUR (35) was calculated by weighting irradiance with a normalized absorption spectrum characteristic of microplankton (Ciotti et al., in preparation).
The mixing model. Random walk models have been used extensively to simulate turbulent mixing processes in aquatic systems (e.g. [23, 36, [37] [38] [39] [40] ) with the movements of particles described as a function of eddy diffusivity (K z , m 2 s Ϫ1 ). We use the formulation proposed by Visser (41) for the random walk model but we use a diffusivity profile decreasing as z Ϫ1/2 with depth (38, see also Franks and Marra [39] ), which is consistent with wind forcing. The formulation of Visser (41) solves the problem encountered in previous models where small, neutrally buoyant particles accumulated in regions of low diffusivity (42, 43) . The drag coefficient was calculated as a function of wind speed using the relationship given by Large et al. (44) .
The biological model. This model describes UVR-induced production of CPD and the repair of this damage by excision repair and photoreactivation.
Modeling the rate of DNA damage. We model the DNA-specific [per megabase pair (Mbp)] concentration of dimers in the bacteria (N(t); CPD Mbp Ϫ1 ) by assuming linearity between exposure and response (consistent with cumulative, one-hit kinetics at low concentrations of dimers). It follows that the DNA-specific rate of formation of pyrimidine dimers (J dam (t); CPD Mbp Ϫ1 s
Ϫ1
) is described as a linear function of weighted irradiance (45) : ). This formulation for weighted irradiance allows direct calculation of DNA damage in absolute units.
An action spectrum for the T7 bacteriophage (46) is used for ⑀ DNA () (Fig. 1a) . It represents unshielded DNA (47, 48) , and assumes that the path length required for effective shielding by any UVRabsorbing compound is longer than the size of bacterial cells (49) , consistent with results in bacterioplankton (50) . To assess the effect of shielding by cellular material, an action spectrum for CPD induction in alfalfa seedlings (48) is used (Fig. 1a) .
Photoreactivation repair. This is an enzymatic process mediated by light. The DNA-specific rate of photoreactivation (
) can be controlled at low irradiance by available light and at high irradiance by the binding rate between enzyme and substrate. Assuming steady-state and constant enzymatic rates over each time step, we use the Michaelis-Menten relationship to model this process: ). A scaling factor, a (unitless), is set to 0.1, to reduce predicted rates. This adjustment is needed to reconcile experimental values from the literature (mostly on Escherichia coli, see above) with data from the field: when a was set to 1.0, all the modeled damage was repaired by photoreactivation, which is inconsistent with observations.
The maximum rate of photoreactivation depends on weighted irradiance: ) for photoreactivation in E. coli (Fig. 1a) and a maximum rate for k 2 of 0.03 s Ϫ1 ( fig. 3 in Jeffrey et al. [11] ).
Excision repair. The rate of excision repair of dimers is small relative to that of photoreactivation in bacterioplankton during the day (11); for bacterially mediated virus survival (as measured by plaque assay), photoreactivation is many orders of magnitude greater than excision repair (54) . Nonetheless, it is modeled here to give a more complete description of processes affecting net DNA damage, and because it may be important at night when photoreactivation does not occur.
Excision repair in bacterioplankton has not, to our knowledge, been quantified rigorously. Therefore, we modeled the DNA-specific rates of excision repair (J ER (N), CPD Mbp Ϫ1 s
) with a heuristic relationship having a functional shape consistent with data obtained by Quaite et al. (55, see also Sutherland et al. [56] ) in higher plants, and with rate constants estimated to fit sparse measurements for bacterioplankton. The relationship is
where k 3 is the maximal rate of dimer removal (CPD Mbp
) resembling a half-saturation constant in the absence of a threshold; C 2 is a constant (CPD Ϫ1 Mbp) that governs the ''steepness'' of the ascent; and C 3 is another constant (CPD Mbp Ϫ1 ) that fixes the position of the ascent (Fig. 1b) . Equation 8 is largely unconstrained because quantitative experiments for bacterioplankton have not been conducted. The maximum rate, k 3 , was set to 0.004 CPD Mbp Ϫ1 s Ϫ1 , consistent with measurements on bacterioplankton (see fig. 3 in Jeffrey et al. [11] ), C 1 was set to 12 CPD Mbp Ϫ1 and C 2 to 0.4 CPD Ϫ1 Mbp. This provides a relatively steep threshold and a practically constant repair rate above the threshold. The threshold, C 3 , was set following the observation that, before sunrise, in the upper water column of the Gulf of Mexico, there was a background concentration of about 150 CPD Mbp Ϫ1 (29) . Assuming that excision repair had enough time to repair all the damage from the previous day, and that analytical methods were free of an offset, the threshold for repair was fixed at 150 CPD Mbp Ϫ1 , which leads to a value for C 3 of 168 CPD Mbp Ϫ1 . With this function, even at maximal rate (a measured parameter [11] ), excision repair is small compared to photoreactivation during daylight. Thus, large uncertainties on the function for excision repair only influence the patterns observed at night.
The model is written in MATLAB, using discrete time steps (5 min) where all parameters remain constant. The total accumulation of CPD is found by integrating numerically the following differential equation with respect to time:
Measurements in the field. Four cruises were carried out to measure the concentration of dimers in oceanic bacterioplankton and small phytoplankton. All data presented in this study, except those from the Gerlache Strait have been previously published (29) . Detailed descriptions of data collection, processing and analysis can be found in Jeffrey et al. (29) and are summarized here.
In the Gulf of Mexico, on two consecutive days (7 and 8 September 1994), vertical profiles of dimer concentration in situ were measured before sunrise and after sunset, by collecting water samples at different depths. The samples were filtered through 0.8 m filters (Gelman) to exclude phytoplankton and larger particles, and the filtrates were collected on 0.2 m filters (Gelman), thus allowing smaller particles and viruses to pass through. The concentration of CPD was measured using a radioimmunoassay (polyclonal antibody). Complete details of the technique have been published (57) (58) (59) ; its specificity and sensitivity have been tested extensively and found to be excellent (60) (61) (62) (63) .
On the same days, DNA dosimeters (64) were deployed: a solution of calf-thymus DNA was dispensed into quartz vials, suspended at different depths, and incubated in situ from dawn to dusk. Dosimeters provided a measure of the effective dose, i.e. the time-integrated DNA damaging irradiance at depth (65) . At noon each day, a vertical profile of downwelling irradiance at 305, 320, 340, 380 nm nominal center wavelengths, and photosynthetically available radiation (PAR) was made using a PUV 500 profiler from Biospherical Inc. (e.g. [66] ). Water temperature at the surface was 28ЊC. Both days were sunny; 7 September was windy (around 8 m s Ϫ1 ) while 8 September was calm. Hence, differences in damage profiles should be attributable to mixing (29) .
During a cruise in April 1994 in the Gulf of Mexico, a buoy was deployed at 0600 h local time and water samples were collected at the surface (z Ͻ 0.2 m) within 100 m of the buoy every 3 h for 24 h (29). The samples were processed by the same method as for the vertical profiles. Sea surface temperature was estimated to be 15ЊC (no direct measurements were made); there was little wind and the sky was clear.
Two cruises were conducted in the Gerlache Strait near Antarctica, in the late spring of 1995 and 1996. Water column conditions are reported in Massana et al. (67) : sea surface temperatures were Ϫ0.65ЊC in 1995 and Ϫ1.5ЊC in 1996. Sampling, experimentation and analysis were the same as for the Gulf of Mexico in September 1994, with one addition: UV-transparent (UVT) acrylic boxes were filled with 30-50 L of unfiltered seawater and incubated at different depths, to provide an assessment of net damage in situ in the absence of vertical mixing.
Implementation of the model. We simulated the three sunny days for which estimates of ozone and wind speed were available: 7 and 8 September 1994 in the Gulf of Mexico and 6 October 1996 in the Gerlache Strait. Mixed layer depths were estimated from density profiles following Jeffrey et al. (29) for the Gulf of Mexico and were set to 25 m for the Gerlache Strait (inferred from temperature and salinity profiles in Massana et al. [67] ). For the irradiance model, we assumed 80% humidity and 23 km visibility. The parameter for air mass type (AM, unitless), was set to 1 for all computations, simulating the scattering by open-ocean aerosols (30) . Ozone values were obtained from the total ozone mapping spectrometer (TOMS) archives for the corresponding days. Values for K d were adjusted to match measurements in the UV by varying DOM in (Eq. 4), allowing for the interpolation and extrapolation of K d at wavelengths not measured (68) . The model was initialized using profiles of damage measured in the morning, and run from sunrise to sunset. Comparisons between model results and measurements were made using the last time step of the model before sunset. To model DNA damage during in situ incubations, vertical mixing was turned off and irradiance was multiplied by the transmittance of UVT acrylic. The quartz vials for DNA dosimeters were assumed to be totally transparent.
Diel changes in the surface water of the Gulf of Mexico were calculated by running the model for the cruise location on 27 April 1994. The modeled DNA damage averaged over the first 30 cm was compared with the measured concentration of dimers at the surface.
A sensitivity analysis was performed to assess sources of variability in DNA damage, using as a reference a simulation for 7 September 1994, in the Gulf of Mexico (Table 2) . Under these conditions, z Euph is 109 m. The sensitivity analysis assessed the effect of wind speed (0-30 m s Ϫ1 ), DOM (0-0.5 g m Ϫ3 ), mixed layer depth (1-200 m), stratospheric ozone thickness (100-400 Dobson unit [DU] ) and the effect of a different action spectrum for damage (the alfalfa seedling action spectrum, [48] ). Results of the sensitivity analysis are presented as the mean concentration of damage for three depth ranges: the mixed layer (N mix , CPD Mbp Ϫ1 ), below the mixed layer (N submix , CPD Mbp Ϫ1 ) and the whole euphotic zone (N Euph , CPD Mbp Ϫ1 ). 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Measurements from the field provided several comparisons with model output. The dosimeter experiments provided measurements of damage in the absence of repair mechanisms and mixing. The incubations in acrylic boxes assessed net bacterial damage excluding mixing but including repair. The water column profiles reflected interactions between repair, damage and mixing processes under different wind regimes.
Testing the model
DNA damage in static extracted DNA. Two simulations were run for 7 September in the Gulf of Mexico (Fig. 2a) , one with the T7 bacteriophage damage action spectrum (46) and one with the alfalfa seedling action spectrum (48) . The T7 model overestimated CPD more than two-fold at the surface. The discrepancy lies mostly in the absolute value of the damage, as the measurement and the model results have similar rates of decrease with depth (Fig. 2b) . This pattern suggests that the shape of the T7 action spectrum is correct but that either the absolute value of the action spectrum or the estimated irradiance at short wavelengths (UVB) is too high. In turn, the slower rate of change with depth for the alfalfa action spectrum (Fig. 2b) is inconsistent with measurements and suggests that its spectral shape is inappropriate, or, less likely, that attenuation coefficients in the UVB may have been underestimated. Only the results for the T7 action spectrum are shown for the simulation of the Gerlache strait (Fig. 2c) . Here, the model slightly overestimates CPD at 1 and 2 m. The modeled decrease with depth is similar to what was measured, however, (Fig. 2d) , again implying that the T7 action spectrum has the right shape. DNA damage of natural bacterial assemblages in situ. Water column profiles of CPD in situ measure the net result of interactions between damage, repair and mixing processes. Considering the simplicity of the model (compared with e.g. [25, 26] ), simulated profiles of net damage are reassuringly consistent with the measurements (Fig. 3a-c) . The effect of wind speed on damage is well reproduced by the model; it explains most of the difference in damage between the calm vs windy day (Fig. 3a,b) . The changes in the absolute value of the damage are also consistent with measurements for different locations (compare Fig. 3a,b with c) .
Model results illustrate the relative importance of repair processes: near the surface (top 5-10 m depending on K d ()), photoreactivation roughly halves the net damage sustained. In contrast, excision repair is of limited importance during the day (compare ''damage and repair'' to ''damage and photoreactivation'' in Fig. 3 ). It should be noted that, although the model reproduces the profiles fairly accurately, it overestimates photoreactivation at depth. This may be due to: (1) an overweighting of the weakly attenuated blue light by the photoreactivation action spectrum; (2) an underestimation of the diffuse attenuation coefficient for photoreactive irradiance; or (3) a residual level of measured CPD not associated with functional bacterioplankton.
Incubation of natural assemblages in situ. Static incubation of natural assemblages in situ provides measurements of damage and repair in a nonmixing environment. A comparison of the model without mixing vs measurements in the Gerlache Strait (Fig. 4) shows reasonable agreement between 2 and 5 m. Damage at depth is greatly underestimated, however, presumably due to excessive repair in the model. Parameters for repair functions are for bacteria at a warmer temperature; overestimation of repair in the Antarctic is not surprising because enzymatic processes are strongly dependent on temperature (discussed below). The residual damage measured at depth could also come from the presence of dead or inactive cells; it is observed in environmental sam- was set above the mixed layer and 35 CPD Mbp Ϫ1 below the mixed layer as measured at 0600 h. The error bars correspond to the standard deviation when triplicate measurements were made at a given depth. Data are from Jeffrey et al. (29) . (b) 7 September 1994 in the Gulf of Mexico; parameters were the same as for (a) except that wind speed was set to 8 m s Ϫ1 . Data are from Jeffrey et al. (29) . (c) 6 October 1996 in the Gerlache Strait. For this run, a mixed layer depth of 25 m was used, the attenuation coefficient was modeled by adding DOM ϭ 0.12 g m Ϫ3 to the clear-water attenuation coefficient (33), the ozone concentration was set to 200 DU and the wind speed was set to 8 m s Ϫ1 . The initial damage concentration was set to 40 CPD Mbp Ϫ1 for the entire euphotic zone as measured before sunrise. to the clear water K d ; wind speed was set to 5 m s Ϫ1 and ozone concentration was set to 290 DU. White bars correspond to the period of daylight. Model parameters were not adjusted to match the absolute values of the measured data. A running average for seven points (35 min) was applied to the model results to provide smoother curves. Data are from Jeffrey et al. (29) . For interpretation of legend see Fig. 3 . ples (Figs. 3 and 4) but not in dosimeter data (Fig. 2) . If this is the case, a first-order correction would be to start the simulations with a zero initial damage level and add a background damage level to the final result.
Diel changes of DNA damage in surface waters. Although the absolute value of the damage is different, the model predicts a diel variation of CPD at the surface closely matching observations in the Gulf of Mexico (Fig. 5) . Four distinct features are observed in both the measurement and the model. First, each shows a decrease in the concentration of dimers early in the morning. In the model, this is due to excision repair (compare ''damage and photoreactivation'' with ''damage and repair''). Second, the concentration of dimers increases rapidly in the morning. Third, the concentration of damage is maximal around 1500 h. The time lag between maximal irradiance and the maximal concentration of damage is a normal feature of systems where loss is present (here repair and mixing) (69) . At this point, the concentration of dimers starts to decrease. In the model, the decrease is due to the transport of less-damaged cells from deeper water through mixing (compare ''damage only'' with ''damage and repair''; both decrease at a similar rate) and through a reduced rate of dimer production. Finally, after sunset (around 1800 h), the decrease continues while only mixing and excision repair occur. In the model, the water column becomes well mixed, a relatively stable concentra-tion is reached and only excision repair reduces the damage level.
The net damage after 24 h is not equal to the damage at the beginning of the experiment, both in the model (though the difference is not large) and in the measurements (see also Lyons et al. [59] ), showing inverse trends (Fig. 5) . This is not surprising since, due to clouds, mixing and other factors, the irradiance regime experienced by the bacteria, hence net damage, varies from day to day in natural systems.
Examining the model
Our idealized representation of UVR-induced damage to DNA and its repair as influenced by mixing in the ocean was developed to provide a quantitative framework for exploring how physical, optical and biological processes interact to determine net damage to DNA. In the following sections, we examine each component of the model.
Mixing. The mixing model (41) improves earlier random walk models that have been used extensively to test the effect of mixing (23, (36) (37) (38) (39) (40) on different processes by providing a more realistic representation of residence time at depth for plankton. Still, the motions are highly idealized. It has been shown, however, that the choice of mixing model did not significantly change the results in other UV-related work (23) . For this reason and because these mixing models have been discussed extensively elsewhere (41, and references therein), the details of the mixing model will not be discussed further.
Irradiance. Comparison of the solar irradiance model with measurements has shown that predictions for the PAR portion of the spectrum are reliable (30) , while the extension into the UV range (24) provided good prediction for the days and locations tested (68) . The Beer-Lambert law used to propagate the diffuse light field underwater has been tested and measured extensively by numerous authors (e.g. [32] ) and is adequate for our application.
Damage. The function describing DNA damage is well defined (45) and expected to be correct. However, the use of an action spectrum for a phage instead of one for natural bacterioplankton may lead to discrepancies. First, the relative content of guanine (G) ϩ cytosine (C) vs adenine (A) ϩ thymine (T) bases in bacterioplankton DNA may differ from that in the T7 phage (GC content of 50%). This should have consequences for the quantum yield of damage (70) because bacteria with higher GC to AT content have a lower probability of formation of thymine-containing dimers and thus should sustain less CPD for a given UVR dose (54) . Phages tend to have a GC content similar to that of their hosts, and measured GC content in marine phages varies from 16 to 70% (54, and references therein). As a result, damage in bacteria could be over-or underestimated by the model. Second, although shielding (71) should not be a concern here due to the small size of the organisms (49), caution is appropriate concerning the absolute values of the action spectra, especially at shorter wavelengths (47, 48) . Data presented by Joux et al. (50) suggest, that an action spectrum for naked DNA is a good approximation for dimer induction in bacterioplankton.
Photoreactivation. The Michaelis-Menten relationship is well established for two-step enzymatic processes, and a light-dependent maximum rate is consistent with photoreactivation (51, 53) . The rate constants for bacterioplankton are not known, however. Consequently, we applied a scaling factor for photoreactivation to match results from the field. This scaling factor could mask other problems with the formulation, including the use of an inappropriate action spectrum for photoreactivation. Two chromophores associated with photolyase enzymes are known to exist in nature (e.g. [72] ), and it is not clear which one is utilized by bacterioplankton or if one is common to all species. The action spectrum chosen has a peak efficiency centered around 380 nm typical of the MTHF-type, containing a 5,10-methenyltetrahydrofolate chromophore (e.g. [70] ). This is consistent with the observation that bacterioplankton seem to have a higher photoreactivation rate when illuminated with UVA than with visible radiation (50) . The 8-HDF type of photoreactivation action spectrum (containing 8-hydroxy-5-deazaflavin chromophore), has a peak around 435-445 nm (e.g. [73, 74] ). Using an action spectrum of this type would change the profiles of photoreactivation with depth, but until more work is done the use of an MTHF-type action spectrum seems warranted.
Excision repair. Excision repair is poorly constrained by experimental data. The functional shape (Fig. 1b) is a guess, roughly consistent with data for higher plants (55) ; the maximum repair rate was measured for bacterioplankton (11) , and the three remaining constants (C 1 , C 2 , C 3 in [Eq. 8]) are based on the best available estimates (see ''Materials and Methods''). Due to the limited importance of excision repair in dimer removal (54) , and since its maximum rate, a key parameter, has been measured in bacterioplankton, these limitations are relatively unimportant when assessing the net production of dimers, especially during the day.
Sensitivity analysis
The sensitivity analysis assessed relative influences on DNA damage of varying ozone thickness, CDOM concentration, chlorophyll concentration, wind speed and mixed layer depth (Table 3 ). In the mixed layer, the most important variations in net damage are caused by changes in ozone thickness and by changes in the depth of the mixed layer. The effects of DOM and chlorophyll concentration are about an order of magnitude lower over the range tested, while wind speed has a minimal effect on the average concentration of damage in the mixed layer. A general understanding of each of these effects can be developed by looking at selected profiles from the sensitivity analysis (Fig. 6) .
Ozone thickness. Changes in ozone thickness (Figs. 6a and 7) have the largest effect on DNA damage in the mixed layer: in the upper water column, damage increases as ozone thickness decreases, even more so at lower ozone concentrations. Below the mixed layer (here set at 20 m), the effect of ozone concentration is minimal as most of the DNAweighted UV radiation is absorbed above this depth. Regardless, the increase in damage in the mixed layer leads to a significant increase in the euphotic zone as a whole (Fig.  7) .
Comparison in the mixed layer between the T7 action spectrum and the shielded alfalfa action spectrum (Fig. 7) shows that shielded DNA is less sensitive to decreasing Table 3 . Summary of the sensitivity analysis. For the analysis, one parameter was changed (the varied parameter) over a range of relevant values, while all other parameters in the model were kept constant. Values represent the difference between maximum and minimum average concentration of dimers over the range of the varied parameter. In parentheses are given the highest concentration of dimer modeled and the value of the varied parameter when it occurred (i.e. for wind speed in the mixed layer, the highest value observed was 426 CPD Mbp Ϫ1 at a wind speed of 8 m s Ϫ1 ). Ranges provided here are plausible for natural oceanic conditions. For comparison, the damage for the standard run (Table 2) Sensitivity analysis for the effect of ozone thickness and damage action spectra on DNA damage. The inset graph shows the results for the mixed layer expressed in percent change relative to 300 DU. Parameters for the standard run of the sensitivity analysis are provided in Table 2 . Table 2 .
ozone thickness in absolute and in relative terms (see [47, 48] ); the slope of the action spectrum and its absolute value are much lower at short UVB wavelengths. The alfalfa action spectrum, which is consistent with screening of UVB by cellular compounds (48) and perhaps with other secondary mechanisms (75), is not likely to be representative of bacterioplankton.
The inset graph in Fig. 7 shows the same data (except for the alfalfa curve) as in the main figure, but plotted relative to 300 DU. This presentation is commonly used to illustrate amplification factors (discussed below). Clearly, the two graphs may lead to a different interpretation if care is not taken.
Amplification factors are used to relate a given effect to changes in ozone thickness. Here, we use the power law adopted by Booth and Madronich (76) for the radiation amplification factor (RAF, unitless), applying it to the total amplification factor (TAF, unitless) (1). The RAF relates the increase in a given measure of irradiance (usually weighted irradiance) to a decrease in ozone thickness, while TAF relates a biological effect to ozone thickness (1). For net damage to DNA in a stratum of the water column as a function of ozone thickness: Table 2 .
where i is ozone thickness and N i is average CPD concentration in the stratum at the end of the day for each of two ozone thicknesses i. When more than two measurements are used, TAF is found by fitting a linear function to log-transformed data. Using the T7 bacteriophage action spectrum, we obtained a TAF Euph ϭ 1.7 for the whole euphotic zone (109 m) and TAF mix ϭ 2.5 for a mixed layer of 20 m. For comparison, RAF obtained for generalized DNA damage (77) at the surface varies from 2.1 to 2.2 depending on time of year (78) . Our estimate of TAF are, to the best of our knowledge, the only amplification factors for net damage to DNA that have been calculated for the water column. Usually, RAF is derived for weighted irradiance at the surface (78) . Effect of CDOM and chlorophyll concentration. CDOM and chlorophyll concentration (including covarying matter) have similar effects on net damage to DNA (Fig. 6b,c and Fig. 8 for DOM) . First, an increase in concentration decreases the depth of the euphotic zone, particularly in the case of chlorophyll. Second, penetration of irradiance at shorter, more damaging wavelengths is reduced relative to that of irradiance at longer, photoreactivating wavelengths (79); this is especially important in the case of CDOM. In the mixed layer, an increase in chlorophyll or CDOM concentration leads to a decrease in damage, as more of the damaging radiation is absorbed by these substances. Since little damage occurs below the mixed layer, and the model is initialized with a nonzero concentration of damage, the effect at depth is due to influences on repair. At low concentrations of CDOM or chlorophyll more photoreactivating light penetrates and photoreactivation can repair damage efficiently below the mixed layer. As the concentration of chlorophyll or CDOM increases in the mixed layer, less photoreactivating light reaches below the mixed layer, and less photorepair occurs. This leads to a greater concentration of damage at depth. In the limiting case where no photoreactivating irradiance penetrates below the mixed layer, the initial concentration of 150 CPD Mbp Ϫ1 will be maintained (Fig. 8) . Although this shows the expected trends, this situation is unrealistic as it is hard to imagine, under these conditions, a process by which so much damage could be present below the mixed layer. To summarize, as the concentration of CDOM increases, the ratio of decreases and this * * E /E DNA PR decrease is greater at depth. The same applies to increases in chlorophyll concentration, but the effect is due to matter that covaries with chlorophyll, not the algal pigment.
The effect of different CDOM concentrations on primary productivity as influenced by UVR has been modeled without considering mixing (79) . The results were similar to what is observed in our model for DNA damage. By absorbing photoinhibiting irradiance, an increase in CDOM would enhance productivity in surface waters, but decrease productivity in deeper waters by absorbing PAR. The two effects counteract one another, and the net result of changes in CDOM concentration was small for depth-integrated primary production.
Wind speed. Wind is the sole source of mixing in the model. The higher the wind speed, the shorter the residence time of the particles at a given depth. The effect of wind speed on the net damage in the mixed layer is small (Table  3 ); under the conditions tested, neither damage nor photoreactivation for the bacterial populations as a whole are strongly influenced by mixing rate. At higher wind speeds, transmission of photoreactivating radiation through the surface decreases slightly, so there is a corresponding decrease in the mixed layer damage.
Although wind mixing has a small effect on average damage in a mixed layer of fixed depth, changing the wind speed strongly modifies the distribution of damage in the mixed layer (Fig. 6d) . As wind speed increases, the near-surface damage is mixed downward and the damage tends toward a uniform distribution with depth. This difference will lead to important ecological consequences (68) if the relationship between an ecologically relevant parameter (e.g. survival, productivity or viral infectivity) and CPD concentration is nonlinear (e.g. [50, 80] ).
Mixed layer depth. The depth of the mixed layer has important consequences for the concentration of DNA damage within it (Table 3 , Fig. 6e ). As the mixed layer shoals, particles are ''cycled'' more rapidly within an environment where the ratio of damage to photoreactivation is increasing, so damage levels increase (see discussion in Pakulski et al. [16] ). However, this effect is not seen over the whole euphotic zone as the average damage level in the euphotic zone is nearly constant over a range of mixed layer depth of 1-100 m.
Further considerations
Other ecological processes. Although a biological model is proposed here, it does not include any ecological processes such as grazing, lysis or multiplication of bacterial cells. With typical rates of bacterial growth of 1-2 day Ϫ1 in the natural environment, these processes may affect the results (discussed in Jeffrey et al. [29] ): the method for measuring the concentration of dimers does not detect DNA from lysed cells (as it will pass through the filter), and it will be affected by ''the dilution'' of damage by reproduction. The model also assumes that all cells are active (in this context, signifies that they can repair damage) and that the rate of excision repair is constant throughout the day.
Other effects of CDOM. The effect of CDOM on bacterial ecology cannot be assessed solely by considering its photoprotective capability (81) . In fact, photodegradation of CDOM, which can lead to increased or decreased bioavailability of substrate for bacterial growth (seemingly depending on its source), may overshadow the importance of photoprotection by increasing or inhibiting bacterial activity (19, 20, (81) (82) (83) . Consequently, interactions of UVR and CDOM are complex. Photodegradation of CDOM can alter bacterial production indirectly, but photodegradation also leads to bleaching (e.g. [84] ), hence increased susceptibility of bacteria to direct DNA damage. The different time scales of these processes confuses things even more. Net damage to DNA cycles on a daily basis (85); photochemical processes affecting CDOM also occur on a daily basis, but bleaching of CDOM is slow. Significant bleaching seems to occur on time scales of months in the mixed layer of the ocean (as discussed by Nelson et al. [86] ).
Temperature. The effect of temperature is not addressed in the model. Only the two enzymatic processes, excision repair and photoreactivation, should be strongly influenced by temperature. Excision repair is slow, and any changes induced by temperature should not have a significant effect on the repair of dimers during the day. In contrast, the effect of temperature on photoreactivation could be important. The Q 10 for photoreactivation is of the order of 1-3 between 15 and 37ЊC, and slightly higher (ϳ5) between 3 and 15ЊC (87) . This temperature dependence is due to the first step (darkstep) of photoreactivation (70) . Hence, if the model remained the same except for the temperature dependence, the repair rates in the Gerlache Strait (Figs. 3c and 4) would have been about 10 times slower. This said, organisms living in this environment have adapted to cold conditions and may have compensated for lower enzyme-specific repair rates by other mechanisms for countering the effects of UVR. It is not clear which strategies are used, but the same UV-tolerance mechanisms have been found in Antarctic organisms as for those from lower latitudes (3, 88) .
Reciprocity. Unlike current models of photoinhibition of photosynthesis (e.g. [24, 89] ), this model treats repair and damage mechanisms separately, thereby obviating the reciprocity issue (45, 90) by dealing with it explicitly. That is, damage depends only on dose (i.e. shows reciprocity) if only damage occurs, but net damage will show some dose-rate dependence if repair also occurs.
Survival and inhibition of activity. Ultimately, we wish to describe the survival of bacteria or inhibition of their productivity due to, or correlated with, the concentration of dimers. Such relationships are suggested by contextual evidence (e.g. [28, 29, 91] ) whereby activity is reduced when DNA damage occurs, and activity is regained when damage to DNA is allowed to repair (92) . However, we are aware of no research describing direct relationships between productivity and DNA damage in bacterioplankton. The relationship between survival and dimer concentration for laboratory isolates of bacterioplankton has been studied by Joux et al. (50) ; it seems highly variable between species. In this preliminary study, we have shown that it is possible to predict the amount of DNA damage induced by UV radiation under a variety of meteorological and oceanographic conditions. If a good relationship exists between DNA damage and activity of bacterial populations, then activity levels can be predicted. Alternatively, using spectral weighting functions for the inhibition of activity in bacteria (93) , it is possible to recast the model in terms of metabolic activity and create a numerical simulation that is similar to those of photoinhibition of photosynthesis (45, 94) .
Extension to phytoplankton. Modeling DNA damage in phytoplankton (3, 88, 95) is not, in principle, different from modeling damage in bacteria, except perhaps for consideration of screening by cellular compounds. However, estimating effects of UVR on growth rates of phytoplankton is not as straightforward as for bacterioplankton. In phytoplankton, two UV-mediated factors will reduce growth rate: DNA damage and photoinhibition of photosynthesis. Cells with damaged DNA can continue to photosynthesize, but they cannot divide as damage blocks the replication of the DNA (3, 96, 97) . Inhibition of photosynthesis reduces growth rate by limiting the energy and building material necessary to produce new cells. Nevertheless, if DNA damage is a good indicator of growth rate reduction (referring to a change in cell number) in phytoplankton (as seems to be suggested by recent studies [95, 96] ), the model presented here could also be used to estimate growth inhibition by UV in phytoplankton in the upper water column. Results could be compared directly to estimates of inhibition of photosynthesis (23, 98) .
Model limitation and future work. We have shown that, although some parameters are not quantified precisely, the model can provide good estimates of DNA damage in nature. Still, the model requires improvements. First, a photoreactivation action spectrum should be determined for bacterioplankton, and the two rate constants of the MichaelisMenten equation should be measured. Second, a better constrained relationship for excision repair is needed. Third, although it is likely that the action spectrum for DNA damage used in this study is well suited for bacteria, it would be preferable to measure an action spectrum for DNA damage in bacterioplankton. With these new measurements, stricter constraints will be put on the model and better predictions will be possible.
CONCLUSION
Our model can provide realistic estimates of DNA damage in small-sized plankton. The sensitivity analysis has shown that ozone thickness and the depth of the mixed layer play crucial roles in determining net DNA damage in the mixed layer, but that the dynamics are much different when the whole euphotic zone is considered. The effect of mixing rate on the average damage in the mixed layer is small, but the distribution of damage changes and this may lead to important biological effects. The model allows the determination of TAF for the mixed layer and the whole euphotic zone; these are different from conventional RAF for DNA damage calculated for the surface. The shortcomings of the model clearly expose some of the unanswered questions about net DNA damage and its relationship with bacterial activity in oceanic systems. We have proposed measurements that would improve the model accuracy and the understanding of UV effects on bacterioplankton. If these measurements were made, not only for bacterioplankton, but also for phytoplankton, the model could provide a quantitative method for determining which has the greater influence on planktonic dynamics: DNA damage or photoinhibition of photosynthesis.
